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and the editor writes.

SËKULn TAKES FIRST STEPS TÛ
CELEBRITY STATUS!

S.E Wales 16th- l8th. August:
John Sekula, fledgling pilot from the South

West of England (Kernow division) this weekend confounded senior colleagues by
flying two cross countries in as many days! Retiable sources, close to Mr. Sekula,
confided to me that his acheivement was even the more remarkable because the visit
was his first to the a¡ea.

Fellow pilots were unstinting in their praise for his efforts and, due to the
apparent ease with which he made the flights, suggested some form of handicapping
system for the futr¡re.

" If he does it again, he's got a long walk back to Par ." One fellow was
hea¡d to opine.

" I-et's see him try it with two broken legs.n Countered another.
And from the man himself? "I don't know what all the fuss is about. Mine's

another Stella. "

COAD RETAINS LEAGIJB PLACE FOR '92.

Mixed fortunes greeted the two Kernow representatives for the final league
meeting of the year in I-aragne.

For Graham, the effort of trying to make good the points dehcit he'd
inherited by missing one and a half league meetings proved too much and he failed
to make the cut. Fortunately Pete, despite dropping several places from his highest
position of l2th., hnished the final with the prospect of having to do it all again
next year!

V/ell done to both lads for their efforts, and for representing Kernow in the
big boys league.

And with competition in mind, the semi-finals of the Airwave Challenge will
be fought out over the weekend of 31st August and lst Se,ptember. A full report will
follow in next month's rag.

So until then, safe flying. Rob
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THIRD LEAGUE YORKSHIRE DALES 14 _ 17 JUNE

The weekend started with a brisk W.N.W. breeze and a low cloud base, the
forecast showed no improvement was likely so an open distance task was

called with lnlether FelI as the site. Having Bilt and Rob along to drive
lras a great help as multiple efforts at the task were allowed. With this
in mind I decided an earty go hras in order thus getting a score in the bag
and taking the pressure off, before returning for a second go later. With
the wind gusting to about 30 mph take offs r.¡ere interesting, but with plenty
of helpers on hand no mishaps occurred. It wasntt long before 1,000 ft A T O

was reached in the weak wave lift, this seenued about' t'he best that I was
going to achieve so 180 and off we go. A couple of 360's in very weak
thermals were the only things of note on the journey, so it wasn't long
before the ground came up to meet me after about 6l miles. A short wait
after packiñg up and Bill was on the scene to rush me back to the hill for
another attempt. With Rob doing the same for Graham.

Ttre cloud Ì¡as now 5 - 6 hr¡ndred feet above the top of Lhe hill so the decision
to go early was a good one. Several pilots including Graham and myself made

secõnd attãmpts buù these fell well short of our earlier efforts. Kathy Rigg
managed to find her very o'wn cloud street enabling her to achieve 10 miles
thus winning the day.

Day 2 brought with it a very liqht N.E. wind but a forecast for it to back
N.W. and freshen later in tñe day. Tlris proved to be incorrect as the 50+
pilots rigged on top of i¡Iether Fell can testify. fhe day was lçrocked on
the head when showers became too freguent and the pilots too damp.

Day 3 dawned with a better looking sþ but a distinct lack of wind. A race
to goal about 25 miles ar{ay was called bJrt, all that occurred throughout the
day were some very interesting f1y on the waIl landings at Ì'Iether Fell.
About 5 o,clock the task was changed to a duration and spot in the bottom
field. Ttris decision proved to be 5 minutes too early as no sooner had
people starting taking off than it became soarable with everyone sþing out'
and achieving maximum duration points, everything rested on the spot. A

dead centre was needed to score, this was achieved by only 5 pilots but with
only 20 point,s at stake it wasn't the end of the world if you missed it.
Graham and f decided (out of the goodness of our hearts) that as they weren't
needed nor.r we would allow our drivers a quick ffight. This was a bad move

as we had forgotten that one of the many duties of a driver is to buy
leagr;s pilots rlrinks all night, it won't happen again.

The final day took us to Wether Fell again with the same goal as yesterday.
This was a tittte more realistic today as a moderate N.I¡I. wind was sure to
help. With roads over the back few and far between it was decided that Bill
and Rob would take one road each a few miles down wind just in case either
Graham or myself blew it on our first, flights. This proved inwaluable to
nrel as after about 3 miles I met up with the ground and Bí11 was on hand
before f had got the battens out. Plenty of time now for a second try and
with conditions improving by the minute things were looking prornising.
Within about 5 minutes of taking off again I lvas at cloud base drifting
over the back. Ttre first 15 miles proved uneventful but the sþr was
rapidly overdeveloping with rain starting to fall. Reaching cloud base
at thiè point there was little choice but to turn dot¡n wind for maximrm
distance eventually landing sbout 3 miles short of Goal. With only
Robbie Whittal and Robin Rhodes making it and .Iohn Pendry a few hundred yards
short I was more than pleased with my effort. Ttre God's aren't smiling on

Graham at the moment, as after flying over the top of rpst of the leagiue he
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landed between the roads covered by Rob and Bill and was r:nable to get back in
time for a second attempt. Unfortunately for him though most of the other's
did and duly flew greater distances on their second çlo's.

Ttre final positions for the Dales Leagme are:

Robin Rhodes

'John Pendry
Justin Needham
Robbie Whittal
Peter Coad
Graham Phipps

nüulers

With 3 competitions gone and just 1 remaining the positions are:

Robin Rhodes
Mark Chick
'John Pendry
Chris Ashman
Steve E1kins
Peter Coad
Graham Phipps

Rumers

NORTH DEVON SAILWINGS SITE NEWS.

Woolacombe and Puttsborough: Due to certain inconsiderate visiting pilots (none
from Kernow) the farmers at these Fwo excellent sites have locked the entrance
gates. Fortunaûely, we've been able to negotiate with the Woolacombe farmer to
provide keys for the use of North Devon members only.

Both sites are still flyable but it now involves a carry in. If anybody is
interested in joining the North Devon club to get a key, please wriæ to me and
enclose the f10 subscription fee.

Other news; we are in the middle of negotiations with the National Trust to
fly Morthoe and Countisbury. The latter is an amazing site with wave poæntial. We
hope to have more news of developments in the late Autumn.

Martin Cartmell,
Trelana,
Poughill'
Cornwall. E){23 9EL
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Many thnnks to Clai¡ Bullard, editor of the South Devon newsletter, for this dramatic
article from Colin Blagdon detailing a flight during his recent trip
to

There is no French equivalent to our freephone 2230, md after watching a few
small fast jets use the Puy de Dome (where we were about to fly) as a turn point we asked
the local H/G pilots how they dealt with the problem of collision avoidance? They
shrugged their shoulders and explained 'nobody has been killed yet'; putting our minds
completely at rest and enabling us to take off with complete confidence.

One pilot did manage to write off a leading edge on his Airwave glider during take
offhere, but his neme is being with held to protect the guilty.

Evenings were spent in Clermont Ferrand where we studied French cafe society in
the main square. They were stylish, looking cool, laid back and sophisticated but their
whole image was blown behind a sterring wheel. No matter how late at night they donned
very dark sunglasses and drove like frenzied psychopaths.

Two bottles of the local wine left me feeling so good the next morning that
although I didn't die, I only missed one day's flying and sure enough, three days later the
hangover disappeared - just like magic!

The weather, at the impressive Puy de Dome where we soared massive ancient
volcanic forms, had let us down; flying in 35 mph winds, with 500mph jets was just too
exciting. We left our comfortable chambre{e-hotel and drov to St. Andre les Alps. We
arrived late and bookd into a hotel overlooking the large flat landing field and adjoining
lake, a hang gliding paradise?

The morning brought good weather and great expectations for the coming day's
flying. What an impressive place, of all the continental sites I have flown this was the most
awsome yet, it also had good mountain roads from accommodation to take off.

While waiting on the takle off ramp, Horseflies each with the wing span of a small
Albatross queued to get at my legs.

John Mann warned me to keep out of the local landing field until at least 5.0opm
due to some turbulence problem or other, so I put in an order for a minimum two and a
half hours of good thermals.

This was my 5th flight on my small second-hand Rumour which was proving to be
a real pussycat to fly, easier to land than my old Clubby and much t'etter for ground
handling. At 2.30pm I was ready to fly, and levelled my wings. As usual takeoff was
easy.

John was flying my old Magic 6 and making a much better job of it than I ever
did, he took off some 10 minutes earlier and had disappeared from view. If the view was
the most awesome yet, then this was to be paid for, soon.

Two hours into the flight i w¡rs some 6,000ft above the valley floor (500ft less than
Martin Cartmell got in an evening flight here) and G7 miles from take off, close to the
Cheval Blanc. The lift had come in 7-10 ups with large areas of sink in between to keep us
on our toes. Banking the Rumour between 15 and 30 degrees at around 25 mph enabled
the associated turbulence to be ridden without undue stress or strain.

Even during my spell in the notorious washing machine (a particularly turbulent
quarry like area near take-off) ttrings were always manageble. Then quite close to the
Cheval Blanc the lift unexpectedly switched off, I thought I'd ordered more lift than this! In
no time at all it became apparent that I was being gully-gobbled for the first time.

In fact the gully was more of a small valley, but with the small number of landing
options as a gully. To my left was a dark shadowy mountain face that probably signposted



rapidly sinking air, ahead the impressive Cheval Blanc and to my right the nea¡ sheer arid
face of a sharp spineback ridge.

The landing options were grim, a narrow mountain road, a steep roof, pine tree
tops or a field the size of a large sleeping bag. I opted ûo make a careful approach towards
the sleeping bag sized field, as it had the most comfy looking trees around it and people
nearby.

At some 200ft I lowered the landing gear on my final approach at25-30 mph when
suddenly all hell broke loosel The bottom bar was near ì+,renched from my hands as the
nose pointed sþward and the vario screamed off the scale; holy sh*t!
The left wing lifts. I weight shift left; 500ft again, the wing continues to lift and it gets
very bumpy, I grab at the left upright with my left arm, the upright flexed alarmingly as
with my left hand I grab at the Velcro securing the parachute, the horizon continued to
take a gut churning swing anti-clockwise, when uuhhh je:*s-vzzzzzz......

I was cartwheeled into a vertical dive and was weightless for a time. As I pulled
out of the dive small thermals that I can only describe as hard, seem to hit the glider
causing it to shake like an old Landrover racing down a dry river bed. My trusty 360's
flown at 30 degrees were impossible to maint¿in at any speed, the flight was notv one of
involuntary aerobatics generally going skywards off the scale with short weightless near
inversions thrown in for spice.

Hell's teeth! What now? I was being accelerated,as though fued from a slingshot at
a hell of a rate of knots towards the sheer arid face of the spineback ridge, bank left; no
response stuff the bar out; response too slow, only 4¡6 to impact! I put everything into a
mighty interia-twist about the bottom bar, pulling a shoulder muscle in the attempt, phewl :

the Pampers $,ere working overtime.
Should I deploy the parachute while still in a fit state? The inhospitable landing

a¡ea convinced me not to. My heart and lunch had made their way into my mouth, but they
rvere no help, my mouth was bone dry and the right shoulder burned with pain, while the
local areology demonstrated what a pilot can survive when he's too shattered to respond.

This is what a fairground ride would be like were there no Geneva Convention; the
air continued ûo punch me around.

Something just had to give, at 2-300ft above the spineback ridge I headed for the
potential lee-side rotor, anything to get out of this nightnrare. I eased all of the Velcro
away from the 'chute, gritted my teeth and applied the now normal white knuckle sphincter
grip and went for it. Here we gol An indicated speed of 45-50 mph. crossing the spineback
was a hell of an experience as the view took on an exagerated 3 dimensional perspective.

The anticipation was unbearable as I waited for the air to do it's worst.
It didn't happon. The r:ging cauldroi of air froin 'Jhe previous valley turnEd inio

relatively smooth 2-3 up's and alttrough the views were magnificent it wæ impossible to
relær.

When I lost the lift it wæ with some relief, no attempt was made to re-engage with
it. This valley had predictable wind direction and I was spoiled for landing fields; I chose a
large half harvested corn field as goal.

Normally an enjoyable part of any flight for me, this time I approached with a
certain amount of trepidation. I needn't have worried, after soaring a row of large trees for
a short time, it was possible to make an eåsy if slightly downslope landing, wincing only
slightly from the shoulder injury.

I watched John make an approach to a landing field about half a mile away and he
soon turned up in the back of a Renault 4 smiling and as happy to be safely on terra-firma
as I. An experienced Alpine pilot, instrucûor, PPL, Magic 6 tamer etc., John was able to
confirm that he had hit the worst turbulence of his career to date, and that I was not the
only person considering the purchase of a rocket deployed parachute system, and some new
underware!
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Li$le did we know at this stage that we rryere the only pilots of our group to take
off today and land on our feet. We walked to the nearby village of Thorame-Basse to find a

telephone but in fact found a lift back to St. Andre in a nice cool air conditioned Merc.
So here rve were, back at the landing field at St. Andre ready to steal the show

over some wine and an evening meal when we heard of the first misforn¡ne to hit our
group.

While coming into land one of our party had a wing lift and had cårtwheeled into
the ground, absorbing the impact of the accident with his face, hardly damaging the kite at
atl. A helicopter was on its way to take him to an emergency hospital in Nice 80 kms.
away; he didn't look good and was heavily concussed and bleeding.

Another had made a fast approach but was unforh¡nate enough to catch his bottom
bar on a tree stump that had been hidden by a patch of grass, causing the glider to nose in
destroying both uprighs and bruising the left leg so severely that th¡ee days in hospital
were required.

The landing field beside the lake turns out to be noûoriously dangerous at certain
times of the day, and as a result of two pilots being killed attempting to land there in the
same day the locals removed a section of forest thinking that the trees were causing the
turbulence. Unfortunately the stumps were left inll The local club pilots say that the
turbulence is caused by the fact that the landing field is beside the lake where three valleys
meet.

As for the turbulence that John and I encountered, well, details of when not to take
off, and times and wind directions to be avoided were available at the local clubhouse and
in the hotels etc., all we had to do was askl

The flying in St. Andre can be magnificent, they simply have an over-abundance
of lift that needs a little respect. It's possible to fly in magic valley lift until l0.00pm some
nights and at altitudes around 6,500ft ( a la Martin Cartmell) , we made such flights and
have film to prove it.

Please don't be put off by what I've said, I'd recommend a visit there, and I'll
return myself one day.



AN ALPHABET OF HANG GLIDING
FOR BEGINI\ERS.. .

M MÏCROLIGHTS by fcarus

One mild afternoon last year, Enid and I
were in a larqe field watching the antics of a group of
chaps usinq a r,¡inch for t,ake-off when it happened.
At first there r./as a barely discernable buzz, vêrf
similar to that, made by any teenager with his moped on
"full chat" trying to avoid being overtaken by a young
î¡oman pushing her treasured offspring in a pram

Some moments later "the thing" lurched into
vi.ew, clearing the fence by about a foot, and resembling
a motorised line of rvashing. This apparition slowly
circled the field twice at a height of about six feet, the
pilct huncheC f crlvarC wlt,h a f ierce fro';n cf intense
concentration, obviously finding difficulty in landing.
Even sor he impatiently waved aÌ,¡ay the two groups of
helpers r,¡ho had formed up on either side, ready to seize
the rvings tips. A moment later the machine was on the
ground, the new modifications making it even less
appealing. The pilot st,apped calmly from the wreckaqe with
the assurance of a man who had seen it atl many times before.
All t,he same "Beauty is in the eye of the beholderrr as t,he
saying goes, and I gather that certain local members of the
avian world have become besotted with this great bird, and
would like nothing less than a relationship of a romantic
nature.(Cor! ! Sel1 it Dave, while you stil1 have the
chance ! ! )

LOVES YA,

Beev ? 
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N... NOVICES

Now beginners, this means you! ! It will have
become obvious to even the most undiscerning (tnickest)
of you that the smal1, t,ightly knit groups of H.G. pilots
scattered throughout, the British Isles are dedicated and
totatly addicted to the sport. Those concerned ¡+ith our
training are experts of the highest calibre, devoted to t,he
task of ensuring that hre obtain the much-vaunted C.P.C only
if or when rrre reach the required state of mental imbalance.
Little aids ùo this end include encouraginq the victim t,o
buy his own glider to store through the winter months; and
bribing the T.V. rveather forecasters to give wildly
incorrect reports r âlt,hough it is very clear that they do
t,his entirely free of charge! !

Once the novice shows unmistakable signs of
insanity he is invit,ed to the C.P.C. ceremony, where he
has one trouser-1eg rolIed up to the kneerêtc. Eventually
he is sent home clutching his C.P.C. and practising a funny
handshake. Sometimes, like Jon, he and all the flying
members surface lat,e t,he followinq morninq nursing
splitting headaches. . . . .

.l'rfls âr.1çç1,
HI] SATS HE'S STAYfNG HEA,E

SO THAT ]F OR VIHEN TH!] B -
!'IIND BLOTJS FROM THE rdEST

HEILT, BE THE FIRST TO

KNOinI ..
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